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In 1992, the Municipal Government of Bailundu, in the center of the Angolan Highlands, declared "Bailundu Day" to commemorate the ascension of a nineteenth century Umbundu king, Ekwikwi II, on July 25, 1876. Ekwikwi, who reigned until 1893, is remembered in Umbundu oral tradition as one of the great leaders of pre-colonial Angola. He is accredited for ending internecine fighting, and, through skillful diplomacy, checking Portuguese military and political encroachment. Ekwikwi is perhaps best known, however, as ruling during a period of unprecedented economic prosperity. As late as 1956, Ovimbundu remembered the 1880s and 1890s as a time when they had more "clothes" than they did at any time since. The source of the prosperity was rubber, and specifically "second class" root rubber. Ovimbundu traders bought rubber from their neighbors, primarily Ganguelas, who lived in the savannas to the east and south of the highland. They then carried the rubber to the coast, along the old slave road, and traded with dozens of Portuguese merchant houses in Benguela and Catumbela. Ovimbundu traders realized the lion's share of rubber profits—more than either Portuguese traders or peasant producers.

The Umbundu experience in the rubber trade contrasts sharply with tales of European greed and violence perpetrated against African collectors in neighboring Congo. In Congo, European concession companies and Leopold, King of the Belgians, exploited rubber resources on the backs of forced African laborers. In Congo, the vast majority of Africans realized little or no profit from the rubber trade. The situation in Angola was very different for two reasons: first, Africans controlled the trade in a free trade zone independent of European colonial rule; and second, scarcity of labor and a surging demand in Europe and North America meant high commodity prices. In short, in Congo, concession companies and King Leopold realized huge profits from rubber; in the Umbundu Highlands, Umbundu kings and individual traders realized the lion's share of profit. In this paper, I will explain the context of Ovimbundu
trade in the late nineteenth-century, and specifically describe the process of rubber extraction, rubber's value at the coast, and its effects on Ovimbundu economy.

The Land and People

The Bantu-speaking ancestors of the Ovimbundu began settling the Ovimbundu highland by the twelfth century CE. The Bantu-speaking farmers settled among earlier inhabitants who hunted and gathered and spoke languages ancestral to those of the modern Khoi and San herders and hunters of the Kalahari. Over time Bantu-speaking communities absorbed the hunters and gatherers and learned their hunting and gathering techniques, which were used to supplement the millets and sorghums of the farmers. As the Bantu-speakers moved further south out of the rainforest belt and into the drier savannas of modern-day Angola, they settled primarily in river valleys. River valleys provided the best-watered lands and it was here that people built permanent communities, exploited natural resources, and developed unique linguistic and cultural attributes. Peoples living in the highland, where reliable rain (60 inches per year) and livestock led to relatively high population density, spoke related languages and became known as Ovimbundu.

By the end of the seventeenth-century a series of kingdoms had been established, including Mballundu and Huambo, and later Viye, on the central plateau. The kingdoms traded and raided for slaves and over time developed a collective identity as Ovimbundu. They competed among one another, with Matamba and Kasanje to the north, and with Portuguese Angola on the coast after 1600. The slave trade provided the focus of the economy and the power of the leaders. People assembled around warlords who could protect them from slave raiders. The ombalas (capitals) of Umbundu somas (kings) were heavily fortified against the depredations of raiders. Ovimbundu were both victims and perpetrators of the slave trade. Historian Joseph Miller estimates that during the 1780s and 1790s 8,000 slaves left the highland annually for slave ships docked at Benguela. The first four decades of the nineteenth century, according to Miller, saw these numbers climb to 30,000 per year, as Ovimbundu raiders rounded up slaves further inland and traded them to Portuguese and Luso-African traders. One of the markets, or feiras, where slave dealers bartered manufactured goods for slaves
with Ovimbundu political authorities was at Ecovongo, the *ombala* of Viye.

**Bulk Commodity Trade**

The Atlantic slave trade from Angola declined after 1850, and was superceded by trade in beeswax and ivory. The system of extending credit to Portuguese and Luso-African traders begun during the slave trade was extended to the new trade. Traders, who were Portuguese or more often Luso-Africans, obtained credit with merchant houses along the coast. Prior to the 1880s a majority of these firms were branches of Lisbon-based firms. With their credit traders bought manufactured goods, including in order of importance, cloth, rum, and firearms, to trade in the interior. These traders, known locally as *sertanejos*, employed Africans to carry the goods inland in large trading caravans. Caravans traded for months at a time, stopping at local *feiras* in the interior. The *feira* at Ecovongo was a four-week march from Benguela, and was considered “the key to central African commerce” by nineteenth-century slave and ivory trader Silva Porto.

Trade caravans are important to understand Ovimbundu success during the rubber boom because it was during the 1840s-1870s that Ovimbundu gained experience and capital through working as porters for *sertanejos* and increasingly for Ovimbundu-owned caravans. Three kinds of Ovimbundu-owned trade caravans operated during the nineteenth-century. The most important were the *omaka* caravans owned by Umbundu kings. *Omaka* caravans operated, at least in part, with slave labor. In the 1870s, before the rubber boom, *omaka* caravans arrived two times per year in Benguela. These caravans were as large as 3,000 persons, about half of who carried merchandise as there were no pack animals. According to nineteenth-century trader Lázló Magyar, a Hungarian who spent thirty years in Viye, African porters were noted for their professionalism. Each carrier transported a cargo of approximately 64 pounds, and for those who transported their own food, arms, cooking utensils and mat for sleeping, the cargo increased to 90-95 pounds. Many of the traders, however, were accompanied on the march by a family member or slave who carried their food and personal belongings. Merchandise that was too large to fit into the bundle on the back of a porter, was strapped to shafts and carried between two people, who received
salary and a half. Travel time between the coast and Viye took approximately 25 days.

Hired carriers were paid in cloth, which served as a unit of currency along the coast and in the hinterland. Cloth came in the standard size of a yard and was called a panno. The traders then had the option to either bring the cloth to the stores in town, where they were exchanged for merchandise such as rum, guns and blankets, or could keep them to exchange in the interior. Many carriers invested their earnings in peças, or slaves, to work for them in trade. This form of capital accumulation would be important during the rubber boom.

Magyar reported a hierarchy in the salaries earned by porters based on the merchandise they carried. The first and best-paid category consisted of those who transported a bundle of assorted goods called a kupa, along with carriers of porcelain and glass. The kupa consisted of 10 covados ("bundle") of fine cloth; 10 covados of coarse cloth; two jugs of rum; and cloth for the purchase of food. The second category consisted of those who transported rum, gunpowder and weapons. Rum was transported in small wooden barrels containing about 25 liters, and gunpowder was transported in barrels carrying 20 liters. Three of these barrels constituted a load. Eight guns tied together constituted a load. The third category of porters carried salt. Salt was a commodity of much less value and with less danger attached, presumably because of its lower value, so that carriers of salt received about half the salary as compared to carriers of kupa. Magyar reported that personal items and food were almost always transported by slaves of the owner.

At the head of a caravan was the kissongo. The kissongo decided when and where to make camp, conducted negotiations with local leaders, and generally served as the guarantor of the caravan. Magyar quotes a toast made by relatives upon a kissongo's departure: "See here our son (or brother): to leave now, he belongs to you and you belong to him," and the kissongo swore fidelity to the owner of the caravan: "If I abandon the caravan out of cowardice... shoot me in the chest." After the solemn reception cementing the relationship between the kissongo and the owner of the caravan, the kissongo received new clothes, a gun, and a full box of cartridges. After this, the kissongo was in the exclusive service of the owner. If the kissongo should die in the service of the owner, then the boss was obliged to give the family of the kissongo compensation that con-
sisted of at least two cows, a barrel of rum, a barrel of gunpowder, and six to eight slaves of either sex, or merchandise of an equivalent value as the slaves.

By the 1870s Ovimbundu-owned caravans dominated trade between the interior and the coast. Ovimbundu established trade relationships with Portuguese firms on the coast and, in effect, cut out the Portuguese and Luso-African middlemen. During the 1870s Umbundu caravans began buying rubber from the Cokwe, in the lands to the east of the plateau. By the mid-1870s the vine rubber collected by the Cokwe had been exhausted in the nearby river valleys, thus the time required to collect a full load of rubber took about eight months, as collectors had to go further into the interior to find fresh supplies. For a decade rubber was but one of many commodities traded by the Ovimbundu—less important than ivory and wax. Then in 1886 an Umbundu caravan arrived at the port of Catumbela with so-called “second class” root rubber traded with Ganguelas in the nearby savannas just south and east of the highland. A full load of the root rubber took only three months to procure. The new source came about during a period of heightened rubber speculation on the world market, and almost immediately root rubber was being exported in record amounts and was by 1887 Angola’s leading export. By 1889, the peak year for rubber exports, rubber would constitute four-fifths of Angolan exports.

Rubber: The “Miracle Crop”

Before we discuss the rubber boom in more depth, let us briefly discuss the crop itself. Rubber is the milk-like fluid of many tropical plants. Our earliest descriptions of the plant come from Pietro Martyre d’Anghiera, chaplain to the court of Ferdinand and Isabella, who in his *De Orbo Novo*, published in 1530, describes an Aztec game played with balls “made of the juice of a certain herbe...[which] being stricken upon the ground but softly” rebounded “incredibly into the ayer.” Other early references are contained in the work of Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas, historian to Philip II, who told how Columbus on his second voyage to the New World in 1493-1496 saw balls “made of the gum of a tree” being used by the Indians of Haiti. The first mention of rubber being used for purposes other than sport was made by F. Juan de Torquemada in 1615. He related how the Indians, having gathered the milk from incisions
made in the various trees, brushed it onto their cloaks, and obtained crude footwear and bottles by coating earthen moulds and allowing them to dry.24

In the early decades of the nineteenth century the Amazon Basin of Brazil exported several tons of raw rubber and rubber shoes to Europe and North America. Rubber, however, had problems. Its texture and elasticity changed with temperature and it became hard and brittle in the cold, and soft and malleable in the heat.25 In 1839 a New Haven-based inventor named Charles Goodyear heated a solution of rubber, lead, and sulfur. The combination stabilized rubber so that it retained its elasticity and strength, while being temperature-resistant and waterproof. This process was called “vulcanization” and it revolutionized rubber as a product. Vulcanized rubber became useful in industrial and consumer goods including: protective layering around telegraph and telephone cables; in factories, rubber was installed on assembly lines and floors because it provided a safe, non-slick, and electrically insulated surface; on buggy and bicycle wheels it softened the ride and protected rims; rubber boots and rain slickers. As industrialization increased towards the end of the century, world demand for rubber pushed prices upward. The Amazon basin was recognized as the world’s primary source of “first class” Pará rubber, and accounted for roughly 50 percent of world production during the world rubber boom, 1860-1910.

Between 1870 and 1912 Africa was second only to Brazil in total tons of exported rubber. The continent reached its maximum export in 1906 with shipments amounting to over 20,000 tons, from 25 separate colonies. About 3,000 tons of the total came from Angola. In the first 15 years of the international rubber boom, the bulk of Angola’s rubber came from the *landolphia*26 vine, which grows in tropical and semi-tropical woodlands. In Angola *landolphia* vines grew in the gallery forests of the north and eastern river valleys. In 1875 explorer Joachim Monteiro described the *Landolphia* vine-growing in the interior of Ambriz, near the Congo River:

The plant that produces it [rubber] is the giant tree-creeper covering the highest trees, and growing principally on those near rivers or streams. Its stem is sometimes as thick as a man’s thigh, and in the dense woods at Quiballa I have seen a considerable extent of forest festooned down to the ground, from tree to tree, in all directions with its thick
stems, like great hawssers; above, the trees were nearly hid­
den by its large, bright, dark-green leaves, and studded with
beautiful bunches of pure white star-like flowers, most
sweetly scented. Its fruit is the size of a large orange, of a
yellow colour when ripe, and perfectly round, with a hard
brittle shell; inside it is full of a soft reddish pulp in which
the seeds are contained...Every part of this creeper exudes
a milky juice when cut or wounded, but unlike the indiar­
rubber tree of America, this milky sap will not run into a
vessel placed to receive it, as it dries so quickly as to form
a ridge on the wound or cut, which stops its further flow.
The blacks collect it, therefore, by making long cuts in the
bark with a knife, and as the milky juice gushes out, it is
wiped off continually with their fingers, and smeared on
their arms, shoulders, and breast until a thick covering is
formed; this is peele off their bodies and cut into small
squares, which are then said to be boiled in water.27

Exhaustion of landolphia vines by the mid-1880s in the north and
east of Angola led producers to search for alternative means of ob­
taining the valuable latex. In the eastern savannas (stretching from
the Zambezi basin in the east to the Cubango River in the west) the
Ganguela adapted a method of macerating the rhizomes (stems) of a
low-lying shrub member of the landolphia family to obtain latex.
Naturalist Cuthbert Christy explained the process in 1911:

To obtain the rubber which coagulates in situ in the bark,
the bundles of stems are macerated in water, and exposed
to the sun until quite dry. They are then cut into short lengths
and the pieces beaten to loosen the bark, which is stripped
off and hammered with sticks or stones until most of the
woody particles are got rid of. The mass is boiled and again
beaten until at last the lump is considered fit for sale. By
this crude native method much sand and bark necessarily
remains with the rubber, lessening its value.28

The presence of sand and bark explains root-rubber’s designation as
“second class.” According to Canadian missionary Walter Currie,
trade for rubber occurred during the dry season (April-September).29
When in the pastoral-agricultural cycle the collection and process-
ing of rubber-producing rhizomes occurred is not known for certain. Due to the requirement that stems had to dry in the sun, it seems safe to surmise that processing occurred after the end of the rains in April and May. The Ganguela raised millet and cattle for their own subsistence.30

Ovimbundu dominated the trade caravans that brought the rubber to market on the coast at Catumbela and Benguela. Rubber collecting was a family affair. Women and children could "...tap and kill vines and tubers as well as men."31 Henry W. Nevinson, in his report on the serviços trade between Angola and the cocoa growing island of São Tomé, described rubber profits in these terms: "For the moment rubber has become almost as lucrative as man."32

Without Portuguese or Luso-African middlemen, the Ovimbundu realized the full mark-up profit between the coast and interior. The international rubber market was highly competitive.33 Rubber was traded freely in the major markets of Europe and the U.S. The rubber trade in Angola reflected the competition of the world market. Between 1886 and 1900 thirty-one trading firms were established in Benguela alone.34 These firms (most were branches of Lisbon-based firms) set up shop specifically to profit from the rubber boom. A new group of local entrepreneurs, known as permutadores (derived from the verb permutar, to barter or exchange), increased the competition of the Angolan market.35

Ovimbundu traders had more choice as to which trader to conduct his business. A system of trade known as cambulação arose. This term came from the word cambulhada meaning a collection of things strung together or decambuhlado meaning helter-skelter. Firms employed cambuladores, or agents, to meet heads of caravans as far as three day's journey from the coastal market. The caravan leader would be offered gifts in exchange for bringing the caravan to one or the other firm.36 Angolan novelist Pepetela captures the energy of the booming trade in his novel Yaka:

The caravans arrived, always lively and filling the roads. The shouts of the cambuladores, the arguments...Trade prospered, every boat brought more settlers to Bié, Huambo and Benguela. New shops were opened in low adobe houses limewashed in yellow. There was competition, especially in the latest guns arriving from Europe...A shop that stocked them attracted caravans, which left most of their rubber and beeswax there.37
Portuguese merchants complained about *cambulação* and in 1894 the provincial government appointed a commission in Luanda to review the commercial code of Angola. The commission condemned *cambulação*, calling it one of the "evils that most afflict trade in this part of Africa." The commission created a price regulatory board in order to restrict competition and thus insure higher profits to the Portuguese traders. Historian Linda Heywood quotes the Governor of Benguela, who, in a report to his boss in Luanda in 1886 concludes, "the merchants lose a lot in their trading with the Africans—some because they want their firm to have a better standing vis-a-vis the African suppliers and others because they wished to satisfy commitments they have made with their Lisbon partners." Of course, Portuguese merchants made profits on the goods they imported from Europe and traded to Africans.

Profit attracted Ovimbundu to trade. By the late 1880s rubber trading had become the most important occupation among the Ovimbundu. Travelers and missionaries complained about how difficult it was to hire porters. Travelers Capello and Ivens described the hiring of porters as "the very gravest question that has to be grappled with at the outset of an African journey." In 1889 American missionary Annie Faye described the process through which a trader made his start:

The chief occupation of the men is trading, and in this they manifest a great deal of shrewdness. A man will start off with two pieces of cloth of 16 yards each...with which he buys a load of rubber of twenty pounds...after a rest, he traded this rubber for more cloth at the coast, and after one or two more trips in the interior, he has enough capital to buy a horn of ivory and a slave to carry it to the coast. He then makes double profit by selling the slave. Or perhaps he may keep him for future use.

The Canadian missionary Currie wrote that about 500 people had left his mission station in Chissamba for the interior. He wrote in 1889:

the partial failure of the supply (in rubber) from Brazil and the steadily increasing demand for bicycle tires and other
articles...led to the greatest rush to the Ngangnuelas last dry season that we have yet seen in the country. Every man with any energy left...was eager to go while old men no longer able to travel were spurring on the younger men, boys and even girls.\textsuperscript{42}

Currie's statement says that trading occurred during the dry season (April-September) and makes the important point that "even girls" accompanied the traders.

By 1891 rubber exports from Benguela were worth more than eight times as much as wax and ivory combined, and had grown in value more than ten times in just five years. The amount of rubber exported from Benguela nearly tripled from 953,829 kilos\textsuperscript{43} in 1890 to 1,600,000 kilos in 1896.\textsuperscript{44} In the same period Luanda went from rubber exports of 409,493 kilos to 704,582. Benguela was clearly Angola's preeminent port for rubber exports. By the late 1890s the rubber exported from Benguela accounted for nearly four-fifths of the value of Angola's total export trade.\textsuperscript{45} In 1898 the government journal \textit{Portugal Em Africa}, cites the Independent Republic of Congo as an example for how much rubber could do for development and calls on for the construction of a railroad to maintain "the most thriving branch of Angolan commerce."\textsuperscript{46} Rubber continued to account for more than sixty percent of total exports as late as 1908, in spite of a slump in world rubber prices and increasing domination of the market by Malaysian rubber.\textsuperscript{47}

\textbf{Table 1: Angolan Exports}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>1886</th>
<th>1888</th>
<th>1889</th>
<th>1891</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rubber</td>
<td>65,210*</td>
<td>664,786</td>
<td>665,746</td>
<td>1,042,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>187,483</td>
<td>109,734</td>
<td>133,436</td>
<td>123,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory</td>
<td>37,692</td>
<td>29,997</td>
<td>31,701</td>
<td>45,392\textsuperscript{48}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*currency is the milreis; at the time equivalent to just over USD $1; 1 milreis is worth 1000 reis.

Throughout the rubber boom Africans controlled gathering, transport of product, and marketing at the coast.\textsuperscript{49} Control allowed traders (as distinct from producers) to make the lion's share of profit.
For example, in 1893 in Luba, in the far east of modern Angola, traders could buy a pound of rubber (100 balls of vine rubber) for a *panno* (yard of cloth). On the coast one pound of rubber could be sold for 300 *reis*, which could buy two yards of cloth. If the same caravans could buy a thousand pounds of rubber, the profit on the coast would be 1000 *pannos*. In the interior and on the coast cloth was the chief currency of trade.

It is difficult to calculate whether producers in the interior considered the price paid for rubber to be good or bad. Producers’ response to the market suggests that prices were high enough to make production worth the effort. Historian W. G. Clarence-Smith argues that producers in the interior did not share much of the profit. Clarence-Smith cites rubber prices from a report by a British colonial official based in Rhodesia: “In 1900, a pound of rubber fetched about 3p in eastern Angola and 15p on the coast...The greatest profits seem to have been made between the interior and the coast, for in 1900 again, a pound of Angola rubber would fetch a maximum of only 17 and a half pence on the London market.”

Based on the set of prices quoted from missionary F. S. Arnot and colonial official Harding, Ovimbundu traders realized the greatest share of rubber profits.

**Table 2: Cost of Rubber in 1900**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price in London</th>
<th>Price on the Coast</th>
<th>Price in the Interior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 pound</td>
<td>17 pence</td>
<td>15 pence</td>
<td>3 pence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The actual producers of root rubber lived between the Cuando and Cubango Rivers. The people were known as the Ganguelas. They raised beans and maize and raised cattle. In July 1889 Arthur de Paiva “conquered” the region and the Portuguese designated a new military zone of the “Ganguelas and Ambuelas” and incorporated it into the district of Benguela. In 1890 the government sent at least one scientific expedition to study the source of rubber. Portuguese presence on the ground was practically nonexistent, and the Portuguese did not control trade. The Governor of Benguela, Francisco Paula Cid, criticized Ganguela methods of extracting latex, which he argued (not inaccurately) cost the Crown profits. A commission meeting in Lisbon under the auspices of the government recommended: direct control over the latex-producing zones, the mechanization of the extraction process, and edu-
cation campaigns in the regions of production, in conjunction with missionaries, traders, and vassal chiefs, to convince the Ganguelas of these methods and to propagate latex-producing plants. Seven years later another government commissioned report, “The Question of Rubber,” re-identified the source of root rubber. By 1896 the Colonial Minister was still asking missionaries and travelers to identify the regional sources and best varieties of rubber-yielding plants. The recommendations of the 1890 commission came to naught due to the chronically underfunded and corrupt colonial government.

Rubber exports peaked in the 1898-99, and then entered a prolonged decline until the trade ended in 1916. The decline resulted from the emergence of Malaysian-grown plantation rubber, which effectively took over the world rubber market. Root rubber from Angola could not compete. In 1902 the Portuguese destroyed the autonomy of the Ovimbundu traders in the 1902 Bailundu War. For six months in 1902 Ovimbundu, led by the war leader of Mbaulundu, expelled all Portuguese traders and government officials from Mbaulundu and Huambo. The Portuguese eventually succeeded after two years of skirmishes to defeat the Ovimbundu. The war and the declining rubber trade brought an end to Ovimbundu economic prosperity.

Conclusion

The Ovimbundu rubber trade in Angola differed significantly from rubber extraction in neighboring Congo. In Angola between 1886 and 1902 African producers and traders participated freely in the world trade of rubber at a time of high rubber prices. The tremendous growth in the volume and value of Angola rubber exports between 1886 and 1891 reflect Ovimbundu and Ganguela responses to high rubber prices. Profits were invested in trade goods, primarily cloth, and in slaves. The Umbundu rubber trade did share with the systems of forced extraction the eventuality of rubber exhaustion. The producers and traders in Angola made no efforts to conserve or re-plant sources of raw rubber. The rubber trade followed an historic pattern in Angola of extractive commodity export until the point of exhaustion. In the case of rubber, however, Portuguese colonialism cut into Ovimbundu profits and presided over trade as production on rubber plantations in Malaysia took off and the world
price of rubber declined. Ovimbundu memory privileges the rubber boom years as “a time of clothes,” a prosperous time, the likes of which they have not seen since.
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